Smart and well-built reusable shopping bags
and other innovative reusable solutions

Custom Imprinting Artwork Guidlines
Bagito requires print-ready vector artwork.
This will ensure the highest quality imprint and look of your logo.

Acceptable files types: .AI .PDF* .EPS
ARTWORK MADE IN VECTOR GRAPHICS
.Ai and .EPS file formats do not contain pixels.
Instead, they are a series of mathematical objects that
display and print crisply and can be resized without
distortion or loss of resolution. These files are ideal for
custom printing. Most logos are created in vector
formats to take advantage of this.

ARTWORK MADE IN RASTER GRAPHICS
such as JPEG, TIFF, PNG, and GIF, are pixel based file formats
composed of tiny squares and are used primarily for the
webpage images. These file formats, especially if they are
low resolution, are not suitable for commercial imprinting.
If an acceptable file format isn’t available, our graphics team
may be able to reproduce your artwork as a vector graphic.
A small graphics fee may be applied to your order.
PLEASE NOTE:
Resaving or changing the file of a raster image (.JPEG, .TIFF, .PNG) to a vector (.AI or .EPS) file extention unfortunately will not
change the file into a vector format. A raster image file must be converted to vectorusing software.
f you are unable to determine the format your artwork is saved in or if it is saved in a .PDF our graphics team can help.
* IEmail
your logo to your Bagito sales rep and we will attempt to determine the file type.

INK COLORS:
Artwork can be printed in up to 6 solid colors per bag. Sorry, gradients are not possible at this time.
For orders under 1500, artwork will be silk screened onto the bags at our local print facility. Because the silk screen process
requires the bags to dry between color applications, and the rPet fabric bags shrink slighty while drying, the artwork’s colors
cannot touch the neighboring color. If your artwork has more than one color, space will be created between colors and a proof
will be provided for approval before printing begins. This does not apply to cotton Bagitos (that do not shrink) or to orders
over 1500 as a different pritning process is in use for higher quantities.
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We donate our net proceeds directly to our sister non-profit K-12 environmental
literacy project, Power2Sustain. For more details please visit www.Power2Sustain.org.
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